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Address Auversun 
Boulevard Louis Chartoire 
Zone des Gravanches 
63000 Clermont-Ferrand

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
he residential integration solution 
A complete system which complies with the stipulations of the new 2011 Decree.

Principles & main features of Auverkit®

 

TECHNOLOGY

Antireflection toughened glass 
Selective Emitter Cells (SEC technology) 
High output cells: 19.1% 
Encasement and back-sheet now recyclable

PRINCIPLES AND CHARACTERISTICS

Photovoltaic tiles fitted with lugs on the upper and lowers parts in the aluminium porter track 
Speedy fitting due to the use of adapted jig templates 
Anodized aluminium flashing 
Lower and lateral ventilation system for optimal production 
90-mm uncovered part of a tile or slate with 2 joints (in supple thermoplastic, CSTB approved) on each side  
Each module is earthed by fixing to the porter track (pre-cabled modules) 
Installation in portrait, landscape and staircase modes 
Modules dismountable by column

AESTHETICS

Entirely black photovoltaic modules (in mono SEC version) 
Perfect integration into the roof slope 
Lower ventilation box with a louvered shutter system

TESTS PRODUCTS

The risk of tiles tearing off complies with norm NV65 (zone 4) 
Snow weight compression complies with norm NV65 (zone C2 – maximum altitude 900-m) 

Company Profile of Auversun

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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